
Press Release 

NEWMARKET, Ontario — (BUSINESS WIRE) — July 17, 2012 —  

Manufacturing Systems Corp, a leading developer of Supply Chain Execution software for on-premise 
and cloud-based utilization, today announced that the firm has entered a strategic partnership with 
Ontario, Canada-based Phoenix Systems., a leading reseller of advanced business systems.  Phoenix 
Systems will now offer MSC COLLECT

R
 Warehouse Management, Shop Floor Data Collection and 

Shipping Systems, leveraging off the open SYSPRO architecture to deliver a totally integrated solution 
that best fills the exacting inventory tracking and shipping requirements of SMB manufacturers and 
distributors.  

MSC Warehouse Management is an easy-to-use, advanced inventory optimization solution that 
integrates with SYSPRO ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) software to provide such exacting 
functions as order, pick, pack and ship, bin and location management, advanced load planning, rules 
based picking logic and license plating for manufacturers and distributors with complex requirements.  

MSC Shop Floor Data Collection integrates with SYSPRO to maximize inventory utilization by capturing 
inventory movement and usage, direct and indirect labor as well as machine data from PLCs. MSC 
Shipping Systems integrated with SYSPRO ERP will enable SMB manufacturers and distributors to 
automate the preparation of shipping documentation, including that required for export and hazmat, 
dramatically reducing manual efforts and labor costs.  

About Manufacturing Systems Corporation 

MSC supply chain execution solutions provide advanced inventory and labor tracking, warehouse 
management and shipping applications that help manufacturers and distributors track and optimize 
inventory movement and labor utilization in the warehouse and on the shop floor, provide better customer 
service and improve productivity. MSC addresses the needs of industries, such as consumer goods 
where distributors must meet the unique requirements of big retail customers, as well as automotive and 
medical device manufacturers that have advanced logistics and regulatory requirements.  

For more information, access: http://www.mfgsyscorp.com. Call: 905/953-9800 or email  
rdettinger@mfgysycorp.com 

About Phoenix Systems 

Phoenix Systems is a privately held Canadian software and hardware service provider and reseller. The 
company enjoys over 30 years of delivering effective, affordable business-critical solutions as a certified 
value-added reseller of SYSPRO and Microsoft Dynamics enterprise resource planning (ERP) and 
customer relationship management (CRM) software, Optio document management software and LifeSize 
high definition video communications. We are a recognized leader in service among our partners’ 
authorized network of dealers in Canada. 

All company names and products mentioned in this release are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective holders. 
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